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SUMMARY 
 
On Tuesday October 15, 2019, at approximately 13:48, the NuStar Facility had a fire and explosion 
involving two ethanol storage tanks. The first tank caught fire at approximately 13:48 and the second 
tank caught fire shortly thereafter. Prior to the event both tanks were static and contained less than 
3,000 barrels of denatured ethanol each. With the exception of routine inspection and monitoring 
activities by facility personnel and contractors, there was no activity in the tank farm at the time of the 
fire. The terminal was evacuated. Emergency response vehicles were onsite within minutes and began 
response by directing water and firefighting foam to mitigate the fire and cool adjacent tanks. A grass 
fire began on the hillside adjacent to the terminal and was extinguished with the assistance of both fixed 
and rotary wing aircraft laying down fire suppressant and water.  
 
CCH Hazmat Incident Response team deployed to the scene to perform air monitoring.  At 15:11 a 
Shelter in Place was initiated for the affected community.  The fire was abated at approximately 19:00 
and the Shelter in Place was lifted at 19:38. 
 
BACKGROUND/ANALYSIS: 
 
After the fire and explosion, a team was put together to investigate the incident.  The team was led by 
Contra Costa Fire Protection District.  The investigation in addition to reviewing the details of the NuStar 
incident also evaluated similar incidents investigated by the US Chemical Safety and Hazards 
Investigation Board.  The aim of the investigation was to identify the contributing factors of the incident.  
 
The incident investigation report identified an electrical fault as the cause of the incident and made the 
following recommendations: 
 

 
CCH Hazmat Staff reviewed the incident investigation report conclusions and evaluated the existing 
Industrial Safety Ordinance (ISO) to identify safety program elements which would be beneficial in 
accidental release prevention for terminal facilities such as NuStar.  
 
Based upon the conclusions staff recommended to the ISO/CWS Ad Hoc at the May 16, 2022, meeting 
that a revision be made to the industrial safety ordinance to include terminal facilities (referred to as 
Tank Terminals). This recommendation included nine safety program elements for inclusion. The table 
below shows each element and a brief justification for inclusion. 
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Table 1. Draft Safety Program Elements 

 
 

# PROGRAM CAPTURED WITHIN 
PROGRAM

BASIS RELATION TO INCIDENT

1
Safety 

Information
Understanding the 

hazards

Review of electrical 
classification areas and 

design

2 Hazard 
Review

Seismic Assessments Identifying and 
understanding risk

Review of hazard scenarios 
that could lead to 

fire/explosion and mitigation 
of risks of these scenarios

3
Operating 

Procedures
Safe Work Practices 
(including Hot Work)

Develop and 
maintain clear 
instructions for 

safely conducting 
activities

4
Mechanical 

Integrity Contractors

Ensuring equipment 
is in good working 
order, published 

standards are being 
followed, and 

training of 
personnel

Implementation of industry 
standards via Recognized And 

Generally Accepted Good 
Engineering Practices 

(RAGAGEP)

5 Management 
of Change

Managing changes 
and ensuring Safety 

Information, 
procedures, and 

practices remain up 
to date

Evaluation of safety risks 
when making changes to 

design, technology, 
equipment, process and 

mitigation of the risk

6
Pre-Startup 

Reviews

Managing changes 
and ensuring 

design, documents, 
and personnel are 

up to date

Evaluation of safety risks 
when making changes to 

design, technology, 
equipment, process. Ensuing 

proper fabrication, 
construction, and installation 
of equipment prior to start up 

after a change.

7 Incident 
Investigation

Root Cause Analysis Learning from past 
incidents

8 Emergency 
Response

Mitigating 
consequences

Requires emergency 
response coordination (drills) 

between facility and 
responding agencies

M
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m
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The draft ISO amendment includes the following definitions:  

• "Ignitable liquid" means a flammable liquid or combustible liquid. 
• “Tank terminal” means at least one field erected tank with a minimum shell capacity of 50,000 

gallons that contains a minimum of 10,000 pounds of flammable liquid, or the owner or operator 
thereof, on one or more contiguous properties. 

• "Tank terminal activities" mean any activity at a tank terminal involving an ignitable liquid, 
including but not limited to using, storing, blending, producing, gathering, refining, transferring, 
distributing, consuming, handling or moving an ignitable liquid. 

• "Tank terminal equipment" means equipment that is at a tank terminal and involved in tank 
terminal activities, and such equipment is under the control of the tank terminal owner or 
operator. This equipment includes, but is not limited to, tanks, pumps, piping, valves, and 
ancillary equipment. 

 

The above definitions address a gap in current Federal, State, and Local accidental release prevention 
programs by capturing combustible liquids that were not previously captured such as ethanol.  
 
CCH Hazmat has identified 8 facilities that would be subject to the new ISO section for tank terminals.   
Figure 1 shows the approximate locations of each.  There is 1 in the City of Martinez, 3 in unincorporated 
county, and 4 in the City of Richmond. 
 

Figure 1: Map of Tank Terminals in Contra Costa County 
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WORKING GROUP: 
 
A working group was established to draft proposed language for the Industrial Safety Ordinance which 
would be applicable to terminal facilities that met the proposed criteria. The working group is comprised 
of members from the community, members from facilities who would be covered by the proposed 
regulations, a representative from existing ISO facilities, agency representatives, and city 
representatives. This working group met monthly from September 2022 to January 2023 to develop the 
draft ISO language. After developing the draft language, it was sent to county counsel.  
 
STATUS UPDATE: 
 
In January 2024, stakeholder meetings began to work on developing a guidance document to assist the 
facilities in complying with the requirements. That same month, CCH Hazmat was contacted by county 
counsel to review and fine tune the draft ISO language. CCH Hazmat met weekly with county counsel 
over the next two months to clarify the draft ISO language. Due to the expected changes to the draft ISO 
language, stakeholder meetings were postponed until revised language was proposed and allowed to be 
shared. CCH Hazmat concluded working with county counsel in June 2024 to update the draft ISO 
language. 
 
CCH Hazmat has reached out to stakeholders to share the revised draft ISO language and restart the 
guidance development process and intends to hold monthly meetings until such guidance is developed.   
 
 
NEXT STEPS: 
 

• Reestablish meetings with stakeholder to develop guidance document 
• Attend the September 10, 2024 Board of Supervisors meeting for the first reading of the revised 

ordinance 
• Attend a subsequent Board of Supervisors meeting for the second reading of the revised 

ordinance 
• Issue a public notice for the amended ordinance 
• Publish final approved ordinance in the newspaper 
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